
                                       RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD- Thiruvananthapuram.

Notification No.: 02/2010
         Post- Sr Clerk cum Typist (TYPING TEST)

Notification No CEN/02/2010/Results Dated 20.07.2012

Results of Skill Test (Typing Test) for the Post of Senior Clerk-cum-Typists
(Ref: CEN No.02/2010 of 13.02.2010)

Based on the performance in the qualifying Skill Test (Typing Test) held on 15.06.2012 for recruitment to the post 
of Senior Clerk-cum-Typists (Category No. 06 of CEN 02/2010) in the pay band of ` 5200-20200 + GP `2800, sixteen 
candidates with the following Roll Numbers have provisionally been short- listed for being called for the mandatory 
Candidature and Document verification. All roll numbers start with 2910206 and only the last seven digits of the 
roll numbers are listed below in ascending order starting from left to right.

2136033 2136078 2136113 2136158 2136162 2136172 2136222 2136294 3056088 3056136 3056145 3056241 3056375 
4048267 4048364 4048486

In addition to above two candidates with following roll numbers are also being called for the Candidature and 
Documents verification as standby against 30% excess over the vacancies notified. Candidates may please note that 
the purpose of calling excess candidates is to avoid shortfall in the panel and merely calling a candidate for the 
Candidature and Documents Verification does not in any way entitle him/her to an appointment in the Railways.

2136336 2136333

Candidature and Documents verification for the above candidates is tentatively programmed on 23rd August 2012. 
Call letters showing exact date, time and venue for the Verification will be sent to all provisionally short-listed 
candidates individually.

On the day of Candidature and Documents verification, candidates should bring all their original certificates in 
proof of age, date of birth, caste (in the prescribed format), educational /technical qualification, marks sheets for 
all terms/semesters, NOC (for serving employees), etc. Mark sheets alone will not be considered as proof of 
educational qualification. The candidates should also bring one set of photocopies of all certificates attested by a 
gazetted officer, with name, designation and office seal clearly visible, for submission to this office.

While every care has been taken in preparing the above results, the Railway Recruitment Board, 
Thiruvananthapuram reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any.
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